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Abstract

This thesis deals with Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) adaptive line
enhancem ent and its application to the problem o f power system
harmonic signal retrieval.

A new line enhancer structure is proposed and its parametisation is
presented in Chapter 2. The new line enhancer is composed o f two filter
blocks. One o f these is a phase matching filter while the other is a notch
filter. The resulting line enhancer is optimal in the sense that it can
cancel the broad-band noise entirely if the bandwidth is small enough.
The characteristics o f the proposed line enhancer are investigated and a
simple design approach is given. The simulation results clearly show the
performance achieved.

The issue o f implementing the new line enhancer as an adaptive system is
investigated in Chapter 3. Two adaptive line enhancer model structures
are proposed and analysed. Error surface analysis is conducted and the
results exhibit the convergence characteristics for the different model
structures. The application of adaptive techniques such as: the gradient
based algorithm, the recursive maximum likelihood algorithm and the
approximate maximum likelihood algorithm (proposed by previous
researchers) are considered together with the proposed line enhancer.
Simulation results are presented and evaluated for the proposed adaptive
line enhancement model structures and adaptive algorithms.

The thesis then proceeds to examine the problem of power system

harmonic signal estimation and retrieval. The characteristics o f power
system harmonics are briefly reviewed. A novel adaptive power filtering
technique is proposed for this application. The most important issue in
this application is that an accurate representation o f the harmonic signal
is necessary such that proper elimination o f the corresponding harmonic
components in power systems are achieved by an active power filter.
Test results demonstrate that the proposed adaptive line enhancement
technique is a rather useful approach for harmonic signal estimation and
retrieval in power system environments.
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1.1

Introduction

The research in this thesis is concerned with adaptive line enhancement
and its application to the specific problem of harmonic signal retrieval in
power system environments. The various aspects considered in the thesis
include:

(i)

analysis and implementation of a new digital line
enhancer filter configuration and parametisation;

(ii)

evaluation and simulation of the proposed Adaptive
Line Enhancer (ALE) model structures and adaptive
algorithms;

(iii)

application of the proposed ALE technique for the
task of power system harmonic signal retrieval.

Line enhancement generally refers to the extraction of a desired signal
from a signal corrupted by noise. Usually this task is performed by
applying either analogue or digital filtering such as ALE techniques
which have widespread use in many areas of engineering and science
including telecommunication systems, radar and sonar systems, speech
and image processing, digital control systems, biomedical applications,
and earthquake prediction. The research area of ALE is a subsection of
the Digital Signal Processing (DSP) discipline which combines ideas and
tools from computer science, statistical methods, numerical analysis,
signal analysis, system and operation theory, modem integrated circuit
technology, control theory, adaptive theory, etc. The rapid development
of the DSP discipline is primarily due to the proliferation of
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computational power. Compared with analogue signal processing, digital
signal processing generally offers a number of significant advantages
such as improved performance and increased flexibility (Oppenheim and
Schafer, 1989, Chicharo, 1989).
Digital filters are usually classified as Finite Impulse Response (FIR)
filters or Infinite Impulse Response (HR) filters. They can be designed
either in s-plane using analogue prototypes or in z-plane using frequency
or time domain methods. An FIR filter is realised by a Moving Average
(MA) model while an IIR filter is realised by an Auto-regressive Moving
Average (ARMA) model. It is widely accepted that ARMA models are
more effective than MA models in representing practical systems (Shynk,
1989). This is particularly so in situations where the modelling signals
have sharp spectral transitions. It was reported by Shynk (1989), for
example, that an adaptive IIR filter of sufficient order can exactly model
a system of unknown poles and zeros but an FIR filter can only
approximate such a system.

In addition, IIR filtering is often

characterised by a reduced computational burden since they generally
require significantly fewer coefficients than FIR stmctures to obtain an
equivalent performance. For these and other possible reasons we are
motivated to develop and implement an adaptive IIR line enhancer for
harmonic signal retrieval.
The harmonic problem in power systems has received increasing
attention with the widespread utilisation of power semiconductors (IEEE
Load Characteristics Task Force, 1985, IEEE Working Group on Power
System Harmonics, 1983, Arrillaga, 1985). Power system harmonics can
be caused either by the presence of non-linear devices such as inverters
and rectifiers or by connecting non-linear loads in a power system. The
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presence of harmonics in a power system generally results in an increase
in transmission losses, reduced efficiency as well as causing interference
in electronic circuits and communication systems. Clearly there is a need
to reduce/eliminate these offending harmonics from power system
environments and this has resulted in a great deal of research in the area
of power filtering (Kioss, 1991, Stevens, 1988). One of the critical issues
associated with this problem is the task of obtaining an accurate harmonic
reference signal for control purposes (Arrillaga, 1985, Chicharo and
Perera, 1991, Subjak and Mcquilkin, 1990, Girgis, 1991). This is not a
trivial undertaking, particularly since in practical power system
environments the harmonics are time varying.
On the basis of the above discussion it is appropriate to briefly review the
evolution of adaptive line enhancement and the current status of power
system harmonic signal retrieval.

The approach taken and the

contribution of this thesis will then be outlined.

1.2

A B rief Review of Adaptive Line Enhancem ent
and Its Evolution

The following discussion on the historical evolution of adaptive line
enhancement is, of necessity, a brief and restrictive account of the various
contributions drawn from the literature. Most attention has been given to
those aspects of particular interest to the present work.
The famous paper by Widrow et al. (1975) was the first to clearly present
the concept of adaptive line enhancement. An adaptive line enhancer
refers to a class of self-tuning filters which are capable of separating the
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periodic and stochastic components of a signal. Widrow et al. (1975)
proposed an ALE for the detection of low-level sinusoids in noise using
the least-mean-square (LMS) adaptive algorithm. Widrow et al. (1975)
further compared the ALE with spectral analysis techniques such as Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). In this paper Widrow et al. (1975) pointed out
that the ALE approach might be superior in terms of computational
burden particularly for low signal to noise ratio (SNR) situations. The
ALE is illustrated in Figure 1-1. It consists of a linear predictor with a
tapped-delay-line (TDL) filter which is adapted to minimise the mean
square prediction error.

Figure 1-1 The tapped delay line ALE (Widrow et al., 1975)

Glover (1977) and Zeidler (1978) extended the ALE proposed by
Widrow et al. (1975) for the multiple sinusoids case. An N-stage TDL
FIR transversal filter was used.

The proposed approaches were

computationally simple and the stability of the systems was guaranteed.
Nevertheless, the shortcoming of both contributions was that if sharp
filter characteristics are required then a large filter length is necessary.
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Under such circumstances, the computational burden increases
significantly (Chicharo and Ng, 1990a).

Thompson (1978) presented for the first time an adaptive HR line
enhancer for enhancement of narrow-band signal in white noise. The
constrained recursive ALE is shown in Figure 1-2. It contains an HR
notch filter whose output yields the wide-band noise signal component
which when subtracted from the original composite signal results in the
desired narrow band component.

Figure 1-2 The constrained HR ALE (Thompson, 1978)

A bootstrap-recursive adaptive algorithm was used for the parameter
adaptation. It was pointed out that arbitrarily large values of Signal
Enhancement Ratio (SER) could be achieved using a low order IIR filter
with narrow bandwidth. This result was a significant advantage over the
TDL FIR filter where the SER depends on the filter length.

Friedlander (1982) developed an adaptive HR line enhancer which
adaptively varied the coefficients of an ARMA model using the
Recursive Maximum Likelihood (RML) algorithm. The approach was a
combination of an HR optimal predictor and a recursive parameter
estimation algorithm RML. The ALE was based on a one step-ahead
predictor for filtering signals cormpted by white noise. It was stated that
the RML was a versatile technique for adaptive signal processing. The
ALE was potentially capable of providing improved performance even
under low SNR situations.
The next contribution of interest was that of David, Steams and Elliott
(1983), who presented an ALE using a second order notch filter with only
two parameters together with a gradient search algorithm. The notch
filter had one zero and two poles. The poles were constrained to be
inside the unit circle. Only one adaptive coefficient was used so that the
computational complexity was reduced significantly. However, both the
position of the notch and the bandwidth related to the one adaptive
parameter. In other words, the adaptive coefficient, when it changed,
influenced not only the position but also the bandwidth of the notch filter.
This is considered to be an undesirable feature of this parametisation.
David (1984) extended this work for the detection of multiple sinusoids
using a parallel model stmcture. The parallel model structure was simple
and provided rapid convergence, however, the choice of initial estimates
proved to be a serious problem since convergence was not guaranteed.
Subsequently, Friedlander and Smith (1984) developed an adaptive HR
notch filter which was based on the general prediction error approach
proposed by Ljung (1981, 1983). This notch filter constrained its zeros to
be on the unit circle while its poles were located inside the unit circle.
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The filter was characterised by 2n filter coefficients for n notches. A
penalty function was employed to modify the behaviour of the algorithm
to ensure that the poles of the filter would be near the unit circle. Further,
the one step-ahead predictor introduced an undesirable effect whereby a
fixed notch occurred at the Nyquist frequency co = %. Thus the filter
attenuated high frequencies. It was suggested, however, that a pre-filter
could be used to cancel this effect.
Rao and Kung (1984), also proposed an ALE using a constrained HR
notch filter structure for the retrieval of sinusoids in noise. The notch
filter structure introduced by Rao and Kung (1984) was also characterised
by 2n coefficients for n notches. It should be noted that in this case the
poles and zeros were constrained to lie on the same radial line. The poles
were located in between the zeros and the origin in the z plane. The
Stochastic Gauss-Newton (SGN) algorithm was used and the proposed
filter could be easily implemented in either cascade or parallel form with
the following advantages:
1

the decoupled nature of the filter provides an effective
way to use multiple processors for real-time processing;

2

a priori information and constraints on poles and zeros
can be easily incorporated.

Nehorai (1985), in his paper, pointed out that the approach presented by
Rao and Kung (1984) suffers from high non-linearity in the minimisation
process, which complicates the algorithm and deteriorates the
performance.
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The independent work by Nehorai (1985), Ng (1985, 1987), Pearlstein
and Liu (1985) resulted in a minimal notch filter parametisation with
constrained poles and zeros. The zeros of the filter were constrained to
lie on the unit circle at the frequencies of interest, while the poles were
located inside the unit circle at the same angles and as close as possible to
the zeros. The number of filter coefficients was reduced to be equal to
the number of notches.

This parametisation provided superior

performance in terms of computational burden and faster convergence.
Nehorai (1985) presented a RML algorithm to implement the Adaptive
Notch Filter (ANF) and showed that the variance of the estimates were of
the same order of magnitude as the Cramer-Rao lower bound for
sufficiently large data sets.

However, this derivation ignored the

contribution due to the sinusoidal terms and hence can not be considered
as the actual lower bound (Chicharo and Ng, 1990b).

Ng (1987)

proposed the Approximate Maximum Likelihood (AML) algorithm for
parameter update and he also showed that even though the AML
algorithm was not asymptotically efficient it did have better convergence
properties. This was verified by simulations. Pearlstein and Liu (1985)
presented a similar notch filter parametisation which was implemented in
cascade form using a stochastic gradient algorithm. This approach had a
lower computational burden due to its simplified gradient computation,
but the convergence rate was very slow.
Chicharo and Ng (1990a, 1990b) presented a modified second order IIR
notch filter with constrained poles and zeros. Three parameters were used
for a second order notch filter, which changed the location of poles,
zeros, and the position of the notch respectively. The distinct advantage
of the proposed notch filter is that it can be simply changed into a line
enhancer by interchanging the position of the poles and zeros provided
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the poles remained inside the unit circle.

The AML and gradient

algorithms were employed for multiple frequency estimation in a
cascaded structure. Error surface analysis indicated that the second order
modules are unimodal and result in guaranteed convergence for only one
sinusoid in noise. It was shown that for higher order modules the error
surface is multimodal and requires judicious choice of initial parameter
estimates.
Stoica and Nehorai (1988) provided further performance analysis of the
ANF and derived asymptotic expressions for the bias and mean square
error (MSE) of the frequency estimate using the RML algorithm
proposed by Nehorai (1985). These results were obtained for the case
where there is one sinusoid in white noise. The analysis proved that the
estimate bias is of the order 10'5 for a single sinusoid in noise. Stoica and
Nehorai (1991) analysed the convergence properties of the adaptive notch
filter based on the AML algorithm proposed by Ng (1985). It is evident
that the performance of the AML algorithm based ANF is excellent for
cases where the additive noise is white. If the noise is coloured the
performance of the ANF degrades significantly. In fact under these
circumstances convergence to the true frequency can not take place
unless a certain positive realness condition is satisfied. This condition is
rather restrictive so the AML can not be recommended for widespread
use without adequate consideration to this issue. These results are
applicable to the ALE depicted in Figure 1-2 where the adaptive notch
filtering technique can be used to implement the ALE.
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1.3

The Problem of Power System Harm onic Signal
R etrieval

There is an increasing concern relating to power system harmonic
problems which are largely due to the widespread application of power
electronic devices. A Harmonic is defined as a sinusoidal component of
a periodic wave or quantity having a frequency that is an integral multiple
of the fundamental frequency (IEEE Standard-519, 1981). Power system
harmonic signal retrieval is concerned with the process of estimating the
frequency, amplitude and phase of the fundamental and higher order
components of a harmonic series in power system environment. The
harmonics can be either in voltage, current or both (Beides and Heydt,
1991).
Girgis and Ham (1982) presented a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method
for detecting changes in the power system frequency by relating it to a
leakage coefficient in FFT.

The deviation of the power system’s

fundamental frequency and the estimate of its rate of change were
computed through a Kalman filter. This method used the aggregate
magnitude of all non-50 Hz components in a waveform as a measure of
the input waveform frequency and therefore, is not considered to be an
accurate technique.
Phadke, Thorp and Adamiak (1983) indicated that the above method was
not a particularly sensitive measure of frequency deviations and might go
completely astray if a non-50 Hz component was presented in the input
waveform.

They proposed a robust computational technique for

establishing the phase angle, frequency and the rate of change of
frequency. This technique was based on the “phase angle effect” which
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was more sensitive to the frequency deviation and provided a more direct
measurement of frequency deviation than the method using “leakage
effect”. Furthermore, the measurement of the phase angle, frequency and
the rate of change of frequency can be viewed as a building block for the
computer control system which had been proposed for real time
monitoring and control of power systems. However, this technique may
be affected by the frequency deviation of the harmonics in the presence
of noise (Girgis, Hwang and, Deniel, 1984).
Girgis, Hwang and, Deniel (1984) presented two techniques for the
optimally tracking of power system voltage phasors and frequency
deviation. The first technique was based on a two state linear Kalman
filter model where the two states were in-phase and quadrature-phase
component respectively. The second technique was based on a three state
extended Kalman filter model where the frequency deviation was
considered a third state variable and was recursively computed on-line.
These techniques were reasonably accurate and less affected by noise
compared to the other techniques discussed above.

However, the

accuracy of the two state Kalman filter model was affected by the noise
level, where any small error in the phase angle would cause large error in
the computation of the frequency deviation. The three state extended
Kalman filter model, on the other hand, resulted in a large overshoot
under the same conditions.
Tmssell and Wang (1985), Wang and Tmssell (1988) applied an adaptive
line enhancement technique for harmonic noise cancellation in
distribution power line communication. The optimal harmonic noise
cancelling filter was derived by using a FIR ALE where the LMS
algorithm was employed. Substantial harmonic noise cancellation and
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improvement in error rates were observed. The difficulty with this
approach is that the LMS algorithm can run into long-term instability
problems unless an additive noise signal is injected. This is expected to
cause performance degradation.

Girgis, Chang and Markram (1991) presented a digital recursive
measurement scheme for on-line tracking of power system harmonics. It
was shown that blindly applying FFT might lead to incorrect results in
harmonic analysis. The paper proposed a Kalman filtering algorithm
which was more accurate and less sensitive to choice of sampling
frequency.

The estimator can track harmonics with time-varying

magnitudes because the Kalman filter gain vector is time-varying.
Independent work by Beides and Heydt (1991) used a Kalman filter to
obtain the optimal estimate of power system harmonics, however this was
based on simplified system dynamics and linear measurement equations.
Chicharo and Perera (1991) presented an adaptive comb filter for on-line
identification and tracking of harmonics in power systems. An adaptive
HR comb filter was proposed together with a computationally simple
gradient based adaptive algorithm. It was shown that adaptive HR
filtering technique had certain advantages in terms of simplicity and
performance.
It follows from the above investigation that adaptive line enhancement is
a useful signal processing tool for many applications including power
system harmonic signal retrieval. This thesis pursues such an approach.
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1.4

Approach of This Thesis

As stated previously, this thesis deals with adaptive line enhancement and
its application to power system harmonic signal retrieval. The primary
objective is firstly to develop and then apply a time domain based
solution using a high performance adaptive line enhancer. This includes
investigating the problem characteristics and developing a new line
enhancer configuration and parametrisation. Various adaptive model
structures together with adaptive algorithms will be considered.
Performance evaluation is carried out and a final solution is then
implemented and tested using data obtained from a practical
environment.
The primary objective of power system harmonic signal retrieval is to
provide a reference signal which is to be used by an active power filter
which eliminates/reduces the harmonic components present within the
system. Clearly, the effectiveness of the active power filter depends, to a
large extent, on whether the reference signal is a true and distortion free
representative of the actual harmonics. This is an issue which requires
careful consideration and places certain constraints on the problem
solution.
Examination of the traditional HR adaptive line enhancer (see Figure 1-2)
reveals that distortion occurs when the output of the notch filter is
subtracted from the original input signal. In other words the enhanced
output signal contains a Distortion Caused By Phase Difference
(DCBPD) between the original and notch filter output signals. That is,
the notch filter output is different in phase from the wide-band
component of the input signal. This is because of the notch filter phase
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characteristics which effect the signal as it is passed through. The result
is that complete noise cancellation is unachievable. The basic idea
proposed in this thesis is to introduce a Phase Matching Filter (PMF)
block as indicated in Figure 1-3.

Figure 1-3 A new line enhancer structure

The PMF block can be designed such that it effects the wide band signal
component in the same way as the notch filter. This can be achieved
without causing any distortion to the sinusoid of interest. Under these
circumstances a more effective line enhancer is realised. Chapter 2
analyses the desirable characteristics for the required line enhancer and
presents a new parametisation.
Two issues that require consideration in adaptive line enhancement
applications are the convergence of adaptive algorithms and the accuracy
of parameter estimation.

Based on the proposed line enhancer

configuration, several model stmctures are suggested and investigated in
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Chapter 3. Error surface analysis is conducted in order to investigate the
convergence of the proposed model structures. The gradient based
adaptive algorithm and the maximum likelihood algorithms (RML and
AML) are used to implement the adaptive line enhancer.
The task of retrieving the complete or partial harmonic signal is non
trivial particularly if harmonics are predominantly time varying. An
adaptive line enhancer comb filter technique is proposed based on the
new line enhancer structure for this purpose. Firstly, the most significant
advantage of this approach, as expected, is that a relatively cleaner signal
can be obtained. Secondly, the proposed solution is a time domain
approach which means that the output of the line enhancer comb filter
provides the real-time desired signal. This is considered to be an
advantage compared to, for example, the FFT approach which is a
frequency domain technique and requires further processing to provide
time domain reference signal. Further, the preservation of phase can be a
serious problem associated with the FFT approach.

1.5

.

List of W ork and Contributions

A new line enhancer is proposed which provides the desirable
minimal DCBPD property.

.

An simple design approach is presented for the proposed line
enhancer where only two parameters are required to control the
bandwidth and notch position within the frequency spectrum.
Two potentially useful adaptive model structures are presented and
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analysed.

Error surface analysis is conducted on the proposed model
structures to provide further insight into the convergence
properties.

A number of recursive algorithms including: the gradient based,
the RML and the AML algorithms are applied to the proposed
ALE and their performance is evaluated.
Typical simulation results for the proposed ALE are given and
analysed.
An adaptive line enhancer comb filter implementation is suggested
and investigated for power system harmonic signal retrieval. A
low pass filter is included to improve the robustness of the given
solution. Further, the complete system is tested with actual data
collected from a typical and practical environment.
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Chapter 2

A M odified Tunable Line Enhancer
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2.1

Introduction

Narrow-band signal retrieval is an important problem in many areas of
engineering such as in communications and control systems. This task
has traditionally been performed by the line enhancer (LE).
A line enhancer is, in effect, a narrow band-pass filter which retrieves
low level sinusoids buried in noise. In general FIR based line enhancer
can be designed with linear phase and stability is guaranteed. However,
one of its disadvantages is that it requires a large filter length for the case
where a sharp spectral characteristic is desired. A large number of filter
coefficients mean that a considerable computational burden as well as the
more memory is required for implementation. By contrast, IIR based line
enhancement overcomes these disadvantages. In other words, an IIR
based line enhancer is generally characterised by a much reduced
computational burden due to the lower number of parameters while
providing equal or better performance (Shynk, 1989). The disadvantage
of IIR based LE is that stability is not guaranteed, particularly in an
adaptive environment.

However, for tunable situations stability is

guaranteed since poles can be constrained to be within the unit circle.
The LE configuration (Thompson, 1978) as shown in Figure 2-1 shows
an IIR notch filter is used to eliminate the narrow-band component or
components from the composite signal x(t). The enhanced narrow-band
signal, y(t), is obtained by subtracting the output of the notch filter, r(t),
from the original signal, x(t) = s(t).
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Figure 2-1 The conventional IIR notch filter based LE (Thompson, 1978)

As stated previously, one serious limitation associated with the LE
configuration depicted in Figure 2-1 is the Distortion Caused By Phase
Difference (DCBPD) between the original signal, s(t), and the filtered
signal, r(t). Although the phase difference at the frequency of interest
may be zero for both signals, s(t) and r(t), this is generally not the case
elsewhere in the frequency spectrum.

The result is that perfect

cancellation of wide-band signal is not possible. Hence, the output, y(t),
includes some distortion which is caused by the phase difference between
s(t) and r(t).

It is important to note that the phase characteristics

associated with the IIR notch filter are non-linear and so the DCBPD is
further complicated.
In an attempt to overcome the problem of DCBPD, a novel line enhancer
structure is proposed in this thesis which consists of two filter blocks as
shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-3 The proposed IIR LE configuration

Block II serves the same purpose as the IIR notch filter shown in
Figure 2-1, while Block I is a filter which is used to match the phase
introduced by Block II. In other words, Blocks I and II can be designed
so that the phase shift imposed on the two signals, s(t) and r(t), are the
same. Hence the DCBPD can be effectively eliminated by the proposed
filter structure. Simulation results show that the performance of the new
line enhancer is considerably better than the results previously published
(Chicharo et al., 1990 and Rao et al., 1984). This is particularly so for
situations where a high level of spectral activity exists near the frequency
of interest.
The organisation of this Chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 presents the
desired line enhancer characteristics with particular attention being paid
to aspects of the DCBPD. Section 2.3 presents a parametisation of
required line enhancer. Section 2.4 analyses the characteristic of the
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proposed line enhancer. Section 2.5 presents a simple design procedure,
while Section 2.6 implements the proposed line enhancer and discusses
typical simulation results. The performance of the line enhancer is
evaluated and compared to the conventional HR approach depicted in
Figure 2-1. Finally, Section 2.7 concludes the Chapter.

2.2

A nalysis of Desirable Line Enhancer C haracteristics

It is well known (Davenport, 1987) that a sampled function, x(t), from a
Gaussian random process over the interval to < t < ti can be described by
a Fourier series expansion as:

n +oo
=

x(t)=

x j n(ù(>1

X

n —-oo

(2.1)

2jz

where cm = —— and the coefficients
0 ti-to

x n = ~ 7 J () f x ( t ) e jnC°ot d t

(2.2)

to

are complex Gaussian random variables. This means that any random
process, including a non stationary signal, has an orthogonal expansion
(Davenport, 1987). Equation (2.1) suggests that broad-band noise can be
represented as an infinite summation of orthogonal functions over
frequency spectrum with random amplitudes. Hence for a linear filter
system it is appropriate to consider the filtering characteristics of an
orthogonal input of arbitrary frequencies given by:
* =Jm

(23)
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where -n < coi < n defines the frequency range of the input. That is, the
line enhancer characteristics should be such that it rejects all orthogonal
input signal frequencies outside the pass band, and passes the orthogonal
input frequencies within the pass band with as little distortion as possible.
For the line enhancer shown in Figure 2-1 the original signal, s(t), is
subtracted from the filtered signal, r(t), to produce the enhanced signal
y(t).

Consider the case where a second order HR notch filter

parametisation is used as proposed by Chicharo and Ng (1990a):
Bp(f5z~2) Tyr l+fiaz^+fPz’2
Ho(z-i) = K0
= K0
Bo(ccz~2)
1+aaz~1+ a 2z~2

(2.4)

where 0 < o c < P < l , a = -2coscoo> a>o = 27tfo and fo is the normalised
notch frequency in the range 0 < fo < 0.5. While Kq is given by:
Bo(az~1)

(2.5)

K0 = l Bo(pz-i)'

with z = exp(j0) or z = exp(j7i). Note that Ko is a normalisation factor
which is the inverse filter gain obtained at a frequency displaced far away
from the actual notch frequency fo, and will be either the DC gain or the
high-frequency gain. Alternatively, the second order notch filter can be
denoted as:
Ho(jco) = A0(co)eJ%(

(2.6)

where Ao(co) and d>o(co) are amplitude and phase characteristics
respectively.

Suppose an input noise component, denoted by

Equation (2.3), is applied to the line enhancer. The output can be
expressed as:
yi(t)

= S i( t )

- n(t)

=

[1 - A q((Qi)ei<&o(cod]eJcoit

(2.7)
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From Equation (2.7) it is obvious that the input signal (where si(t) = xi(t))
is different in phase from the filtered signal, q(t). As a result it is
impossible for the line enhancer to cancel the wide band noise component
completely even for near ideal notch filter characteristics (i.e. Ao = 1
except at the frequency of interest where Ao = 0). Therefore in order to
develop a line enhancer filter which is capable of effectively cancelling
the wide band noise component, it is necessary to consider the amplitude
and phase difference between the two signals,

Si(t)

and ri(t).

When the proposed line enhancer filter configuration shown in Figure 2-2
is examined, Block I is expected to process the input signal in the same
way as the notch filter in the frequency spectrum except at the frequency
of interest where the signal of interest passes through without distortion.
It is known that an DR all-pass network can pass all signal components
with same gain, and its phase shift within the frequency spectrum is
similar to that of notch filter (Regalia et al., 1988). Hence it is possible to
obtain the required characteristics with an HR all-pass network.
Assuming that Block I consists of an HR all-pass filter with unity gain
and its frequency characteristics are given by:
Hi(j(o) = A!((0)ej®i( <*>)

(2.8)

where Ai(co) = 1 represents the amplitude and <X>i ( cd) the phase
characteristic. Further consider the case where Block II is a constrained
HR notch filter which can also be described by:
H2(jco) = A2((D)e]®2 (a>)

(2.9)

where A2(co) is the normalised amplitude, which is set to unity where the
normalised frequency f =

co/27T

is set to f=0 or f = 0.5, and at the
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frequency of interest fo = (Oo/27C the gain is equal to zero (Chicharo and
Ng, 1990a). 02(cg) is the phase characteristic of the notch filter.
In order to make sure that the line enhancer suppresses the broad-band
signal effectively, we will consider the case where an input noise
component, as defined by Equation (2.3), is applied to the line enhancer,
the corresponding output yi(t) is as follows:
y i( t ) = S i( t ) - r i( t )

= [A1(a)i)ei®i( coi)-A2(cQi)ej<
&2 (
= [A(cOi)ej®( a>i)]ej®it

(2.10)

where
A(coi)

= V A22( CQi)+A22( (Oi)-2A!( C0i)A2( (Oi)cos[ ®i( cch)-&2( cot)]
= iA 12((Oi)+A2^(Oi)-2A1((oi)A2((oi)cos[0d(Oi)]

& ( (Oi) = a r c t g

Ai( CQi)sin&i( C0i)-A2( C0i)sin &2( cot)

A2( coi)cos0i(col)-A2( (Oi)cos02((Oi)

(2.11)
( 2 . 12)

and
0g(cOi) = &i(coi)-&2(cai)

(2.13)

Note that O§(c0i) is the phase difference between the two filter blocks and
Ai(cOi) = 1 within the frequency spectmm. In order to reduce the amount
of broad-band noise at the output of the line enhancer, A(coO should be
minimised with respect to O§(coi) and A2 (coi) within the frequency
spectrum (except at the narrow pass band). Therefore we have:
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dA(cpj) ^ _____ A2((Qj)sin[&$((Qj)]
d&s(CQi)

(2.14)

1 +A22( C0i)-2A2( cOi)cos[ @5(0%)]

dA( (Qj)______ 2A2( (Oj)-2cos[ &s( o>i)]
dA2(a>i) a/7 +A22( a>i)-2A2((Oi)cos[&$((Oi)]

(2.15)

Since A2(cOi) = 0 occurs at C0i = coo, Equation (2.14) can only be satisfied
if O§((0i) = 0. Hence for minimal DCBPD, the proposed line enhancer
requires the following conditions to apply:
0(o)i) = 0 2(coi) = 0 2(coi)

(2.16)

A(cQi)= A 1(cQi)-A2(cQi) = l-A 2((Oi)

(2.17)

From the Equations (2.16) and (2.17), it is clear that a minimal DCBPD
can be achieved by setting Block I and Block II with the same phase
characteristics. The line enhancer output magnitude is only related to the
magnitudes of the two filter blocks.

Note that when A2 ((0 i) = 1

everywhere except at the frequency of interest, minimal Distortion
Caused By Amplitude Difference (DCBAD) is also achieved. Hence it is
expected that the notch filter will require very sharp bandwidth
characteristics in order to reduce the DCBAD.

2.3

Param etisation of Required Line Enhancer

The analysis presented in Section 2.2 established the phase and amplitude
requirements for Block I and Block II, so that the desired optimal line
enhancer characteristics can be obtained.

In this section the

parametisation necessary to realise the line enhancer is developed. As
suggested previously, the logical choice for Block I is a second order IIR
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all-pass filter defined as follows (Regalia, et al, 1988):
Hi(z-i)

a2+aaz-1+z-2
l+aaz~1+a2z~2

(2.18)

where 0 < a < 1, a = -2coscoq, and CDo=27tfo.
The amplitude and phase characteristics of the second order HR all-pass
filter are given by:
Ai(co) = 1
______ -2(l-oc2)(aa+(l + oc2)cosco)sinco______
i(co) - a r c t g a2_(j_a 2)2 +2 aa( 1+ a2)cosco+2( 1+oc4)cos2co

(2.19)
( 2 .20 )

Figure 2-3 shows the pole-zero locations of the all-pass filter.

Figure 2-3 Pole-Zero location of the second order HR all-pass filter.
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It can be seen that the parameter a constrains the distance from poles and
zeroes to the origin, where as the parameter a constrains the angle (or
frequency) in the z-plane.

Given that the characteristics of Block I have been established, Block II
(i.e., a notch filter parametrisation) is now required to have the same
phase characteristics as Block I. Examining the phase characteristic of
the second order HR notch filter given in Equation (2.4), it can be
concluded that the phase shift is exactly half the phase shift resulting
from the second order all-pass filter given by Equation (2.18). This is
assuming that notch filter has its zeros on the unity circle. Clearly, if
Block II is chosen as a cascade of two second order HR notch filters, then
the same phase characteristic as for Block I will be achieved. The
required notch filter parametisation for Block II can be expressed as
follows:
„ /„ 7 v

21

'

M

r * )

( l + a z - i + z - 2)2

B i(az-i)

(l+ a a z-i+ a 2z-2p

( 2 .21)

where 0 < a < 1, a = -2coscoo and fo = coo/2ir is the notch frequency. As
discussed previously, K is introduced to normalise the gain
characteristics, thus further reducing the distortion due to gain difference
between the two blocks. K is denoted as:
K =/

B ija z'1)
Bj(z-i) '

( 2 . 22)

with z = exp(jO) or z = exp(jrc).
The resulting characteristics for Block II are obtained as follows:
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A2( co) = K [

2cosco+a

V4 a 2cos2 co+ (2aa+2aa3)cos co+l+(a2-2)a2+o
-

______ -2(l-a2)(aa+(l + a2)cosco)sinco______

^

arct8o?a2-(1-a2)2+2 aa( 1+ a2)cosco+2( 1+a*)cos2 co

4-2 (2.23)
/o
^ *

The pole-zero location of the second order HR notch filter is shown in
Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4 Pole-Zero location of the second order HR notch filter.

As can be observed from Figure 2-4 the poles of the second order HR
notch filter are located inside the unit circle while zeros are on the unit
circle itself. Hence filter stability is ensured.
The second order HR all-pass filter and the fourth order notch filter
characteristics are depicted in Figure 2-5 and 2-6 respectively. Clearly
Blocks I and II have the same phase characteristics and their amplitudes
are also matched as far as possible.
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Figure 2-5 Characteristics of the second order all-pass filter:
(a) Amplitude versus normalised frequency; (b) Phase versus normalised
frequency for a = 0.95 and f = 0.20.
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Figure 2-6 Characteristics of the fourth order notch filter: (a) Amplitude
versus normalised frequency; (b) Phase versus normalised frequency for
a= 0.95 and f = 0.20.
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It can be shown from the parametisation of Blocks I and II that the
complete transfer function for the composite line enhancer is given by:
jj

/_ .m
6

C 0+ C iZ ~ 1 +C2Z~2 +C3Z~3 +C4Z~4

do+diz-1 +d2Z-2 +d,3Z-3 +d4Z- 4

2

(2.25a)

where

cq = C4

c i-

= a2 - K

0 3 = (a+

(2.25b)

a 3 -2K)a

C2 —cd + acc2 +1 2K -Ka2
-

(2.25c)
(2.25d)

ii

(2.25e)

di = 2 aa

(2.25f)

d2 = 2 a 2 +a2 a 2

(2.25g)

d3 = 2 aa 3

(2.25h)

M
^3

(2.25i)

Equations (2-25a-i) defines the proposed new line enhancer. Note that
the line enhancer is a fourth order parametisation. However, only two
distinct parameters define the transfer function.
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2.4

C haracteristic A nalysis o f the P roposed Line
Enhancer

The characteristics of the proposed line enhancer can be expressed as:
(2.26)

H le(jco) = A le(o))ai® ie(o»

The amplitude versus frequency characteristic Aie(co) and the phase
versus frequency characteristic Oie(co) are given as follows:
2cosco+a
Aie(co) = 1 - K[^ 4 a 2cos2co+(2aa+2aa3)cosco+1+(a2-2)a2+ cé

_______-2 (l-a 2)(a a + (l+ a 2)cosco)sinco______
le(®) - arct&a2a2_(i-a2)2+2aa( 1+ a2)cosco+2(l+ cà)cos2co

-P

(2.27)

(2.28)

The frequency characteristics are depicted in Figure 2-7. Clearly the line
enhancer amplifies the signal at the frequency of interest with unity gain
and -180 degree phase shift, while cancelling the wide band noise almost
entirely. As expected, the phase shift of the proposed line enhancer is the
same as the phase shift for both parallel filter blocks. Further, the
proposed line enhancer is characterised by two parameters, a and a,
which can be used to control the position of the notch frequency and the
bandwidth of the filter respectively.
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Figure 2-7 Characteristics of the proposed line enhancer: (a) Amplitude
versus normalised frequency; (b) Phase versus normalised frequency for
a = 0.90, 0.95, 0.98 at the frequency f = 0.20 (a = -0.6180) and a = 0.95
at f = 0.0667 (a = -1.8271) and f = 0.3333 (a = 1).
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As a matter of interest, a comparison of the amplitude versus frequency
characteristics for the proposed LE and the conventional LE (see Figure
2-1) should be considered. The results are shown in Figure 2-8. It is
important to note that the characteristics depicted in Figure 2-8 apply for
the case when both LE's have the same bandwidth.

Figure 2-8 Characteristics comparison.

the proposed LE (oc=0.9804),

•••: the conventional LE (a=0.99) for f = 0.20 (a = -0.618).

Clearly the proposed line enhancer provides superior characteristics in
terms of high attenuation in stop band.

2.5

D esign Procedure

For the proposed line enhancer described by Equation (2.25a-i) the -3 dB
bandwidth (Aco) is obtained by finding the two points on the unit circle
which are V 2 times as far as from zeros as they are from the poles
(Chicharo, 1989). The relationship between a and bandwidth Aco with
respect to different frequency of interest (i.e. different a) is shown in
Figure 2-9.

Figure 2-9 The a - Aco relationship with respect to different frequency

of interest (or a).

The desired filter is obtained by an appropriate choice of a and a. The
design procedure is outlined below:
h

Given the frequency of interest coo, the parameter
a = -2coscoo is determined.
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2:

Using the graph depicted in Figure 2-10, the
parameter a is determined for specific user
defined bandwidth.

Example 2-1:

Suppose that a line enhancer is required at a

normalised frequency of 0.25 with a -3dB bandwidth of 0.02. Applying
the first step results in a = 0. Then according to the graph in Figure 2-10
the parameter a is decided as 0.90. Clearly the proposed line enhancer is
easy to design with the proposed approach.

2.6

Simulation Results and Performance Evaluation

This section presents typical simulation results for the proposed LE and
these are compared with those obtained from previously published work
(Chicharo and Ng, 1990b) under the same input signal conditions and
filter bandwidth characteristics.
Example 2-2:

Consider the case in which x(t) is given by:

x(t) = sin(2jrfot) + n(t)

(2.29)

where the input signal consists of a sinusoid with a normalised frequency
of fo = 0.0667 buried in white noise n(t) with zero mean and unit
variance. Figure 2-10, (a) depicts the Power Spectrum Density (PSD) of
the input x(t), (b) the PSD of the desired sinusoidal signal, (c) the PSD of
the output y(t) of the conventional LE and (d) the PSD of the proposed
LE.
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2-10 PSD comparison of different signal: (a) Input

x(t) = sin(27ifot) + n(t); (b) Sinusoidal signal sin(27cfot); (c) Output of the
conventional LE a = 0.9936; (d) Output of the proposed LE. a = 0.99;
fo = 0.0667.

Clearly both LE’s can retrieve the sinusoidal signal, however, as
expected, the proposed LE has the lower noise component. The high
frequency noise component present in the proposed LE is due to the fact
that the gain of the notch filter block and is not exactly the same as the
all-pass filter block in this region.
Example 2-3:

Now consider the case where the input signal x(t) is

given by:
x(t) = sin(27ifot) + 5sin(4nfot) + 5n(t)

(2.30)

Note that the noise component has been increased by a factor of 5
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compared to the previous Example 2-2.

The results are shown in

Figure 2-11.
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2-11 PSD comparison of different signal, (a) Input

x(t) = sin(27tfot) + 5sin(47tfot) + 5n(t); (b) Sinusoidal signal sin(27tfot);
(c) Output of the conventional LE a = 0.9936; (d) Output of the proposed
LE a = 0.99; f0=0.0667.

In this case the narrow-band signal of interest is characterised by a low
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). It is buried in broad-band noise and other
harmonically related narrow-band spectra is in fact characterised by a
much higher SNR.

The frequency fo is the same as that used in

Example 2-2. It is evident that the proposed LE provides superior
performance when compared to the conventional LE. In this case, the
conventional LE is unable to effectively eliminate the unwanted
harmonic component with high SNR. The distortion of the proposed LE
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is minimal and is caused by the non-ideal amplitude characteristic of the
notch filter. This can be improved by using a narrower bandwidth.
However under such circumstances the filter delay is expected to
increase.

Example 2-4:

An interesting example to consider is the case where

the input signal consists of two closely spaced sinusoidal frequencies.
Further suppose that only one of the frequencies is of interest. This can
be described as follows:
x(t) = sin(2nfot)+2sin[2K(0.98fo)t] + n(t)

(2.31)

where fo is the same as in previous examples. The results obtained are
shown in Figure 2-12.

Normalized frequency

F igure

Normalized frequency

2-12 PSD comparison of different signal: (a) Input

x(t) = sin(27cfot) + 2sin[27c(0.98fo)t] + n(t); (b) Sinusoidal signal
sin(27i;fot); (c) Output of the conventional LE a = 0.9993; (d) Output of
the proposed LE. oc = 0.999; fo = 0.0667.
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As can be seen from Figure 2-12 the proposed line enhancer is capable of
rejecting the sinusoidal noise component quite effectively, despite the
fact that the sinusoidal noise is very near the frequency of interest.
Clearly, the distortion caused by phase difference in this case is critical
and the conventional LE tends to perform relatively poorly.

2.7

Conclusion

This chapter presented a novel LE configuration with minimal DCBPD.
The purpose of such a line enhancer is to retrieve a narrow-band signal
embedded in broad-band noise. It was shown that the elimination of the
DCBPD could be achieved if both filter blocks of the proposed LE have
the same phase characteristics. Further the DCBAD could be effectively
minimised by using very sharp notch filter characteristics.

A

parametisation for the desired line enhancer was given. The position and
bandwidth of the composed line enhancer are controlled by two
parameters, a and a, respectively. A simple design approach was
presented which can be used to determine the filter parameters.
Simulation results were also included which depict typical performance
of the proposed LE over the conventional HR based LE. In general the
proposed LE is better than the conventional DR LE.

Chapter 3

Adaptive Line Enhancement
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3.1

Introduction

This Chapter develops an adaptive line enhancer using the proposed
parametisation presented in Chapter 2. Two ALE model structures are
investigated.

Based on the ALE model structures considered, the

gradient and maximum likelihood adaptive algorithms are applied to the
given model.

One of the important issues in adaptive line enhancement is the
convergence of the parameter estimates.

Generally speaking, the

problem of local minima is of major concern (Widrow and Steams, 1986,
Bitmead, Anderson and Ng, 1986, Chicharo and Ng, 1990a). In order to
investigate this issue, two model structures are proposed and error surface
analysis are performed to ascertain the convergence behaviour. For
gradient based adaptive algorithms, convergence is guaranteed for cases
where the error surface is unimodal, while if the error surface is
multimodal, a judicious choice of the initial parameter estimate is
required (Chicharo, 1989).

The convergence of the approximate

maximum likelihood (AML) algorithm is generally superior to that of the
recursive maximum likelihood (RML) algorithm (Solo, 1979). Naturally,
the convergence behaviour of these adaptive algorithms together with the
proposed ALE model structures is an important consideration which
needs to be examined.
Another important issue, which also needs consideration, is the accuracy
of the adaptive parameter estimates. This means that there is a need to
establish the bias associated with the parameter estimates. Extensive
simulation studies and some analysis are conducted to evaluate the merits
of the proposed ALE model structures together with the various
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algorithms.

This Chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 proposes a number of
possible ALE model structures while the error surface analysis is
conducted in Section 3.3. A gradient based ALE is implemented in
Section 3.4. Section 3.5 discusses the ALE based on the RML and AML
algorithms. Finally Section 3.6 concludes the Chapter.

3.2

Adaptive Line Enhancer Model Structures

An adaptive model structure is a basis upon which to implement an
adaptive algorithm. This section discusses several model structures for
the realisation of adaptive line enhancement.
A number of options exist for applying the various adaptive algorithms to
the proposed line enhancer parametisation. One valid approach is to
consider the complete transfer function of Block II (i. e. a fourth order
notch filter) and adapt the notch frequency parameter. Alternatively, it is
possible to reduce the complexity and computational burden by
implementing Block II as a cascade of two second order notch filter
model structure and adapting only one of the modules, then passing the
parameter estimate to the other notch filter module as well as the all-pass
filter block. The later option is preferable and is depicted in Figure 3-1.
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Line Enhancer

Figure 3-1 ALE model structure 1

The cost function to be minimised is given as:
N
J N(a)= 5 > 2

(3.1)

t=l

where ri(t) is the output of the first second order notch filter module.
Minimisation of the cost function Equation (3.1) with respect to the
parameter

a leads

to a minimisation of the notch filter output signal

energy. In other words, the narrow band component is eliminated by the
notch filter.
The above model stmcture is guaranteed to converge in cases where the
input signal consists of one sinusoid buried in noise. However, the
estimate accuracy is influenced by noise power, where a lower SNR will
give an inaccurate estimate (Chicharo, 1989). One possible way to
improve the accuracy of the estimate, is to provide a signal with less
noise component to replace the original signal, x(t). This can be achieved
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by using the proposed ALE output signal, y(t). It should be noted that the
ALE output, y(t), is the narrow band signal which yields a higher SNR
after convergence. If this signal is used as an input signal to an second
order adaptive notch filter, it is feasible that the accuracy of the resulting
estimate will be improved. This alternate model structure is shown in
Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2 ALE model structure 2

The cost function for the model structure depicted in Figure 3-2 is given
as follows:

J N(a)=

N
X

r

'2

(3.2)

t=l

where r'(t) is the output of the second order notch filter whose input is the
output of the proposed LE. Minimisation of the cost function with
respect to the parameter

a can lead to minimum energy at the frequency

of the input sinusoid after convergence.
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The relevant transfer functions and error signal associated with the
proposed ALE model structures depicted in Figures 3-1 and 3-2 are
summarised in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 The transfer functions of the proposed ALE model structures

Model Structures

!<
Il

Model Structure 1

Error signal v(t)

(Figure 3-1)
Model Structure 2

Transfer Function H(z-J)
f— 17+, az- 1+. -Z 2
17+ aaz -1 + a 2-2
z

v(t) = r'(t)

(Figure 3-2)

Hle(z-1) (1 +aZ_ l +Z22)_2
(1+ aaz +a z )

Note that Hie(z-1) is the transfer function of the proposed LE given by
Equation (2.25), K is given by Equation (2.22) and v(t) is the error signal
to be minimised.

3.3

E rror Surface Analysis

In this section, we examine the error surface associated with each of the
proposed ALE model structures. The error surface characteristics are
given for those cases where the input signal consists of single sinusoid or
multiple sinusoids in broad-band noise.
Using the approach presented by Steams (1981) and Chicharo (1989), the
error surface of the proposed ALE can be expressed as:
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E[v2(t)] = — i'¥ xIH(z~I)l22xj
z

= — &['¥s +'¥n]IH(z-1)/2—

2nj

z

(3.3)

where v(t) represents error signals of the two different ALE model
structures. The path of integration is along the unit circle in the z-plane,
while 'Fx, 'Fg and 'Fn represent the power spectrum of the input signal
x(t), the sinusoidal components and the noise component of the input
signal respectively.

It is assumed that the sinusoidal signal is

uncorrelated with the broad band noise in the input signal. Equation (3
3) can be used to determine if there are any local minima. This is
achieved by letting the derivative of E[v2(t)], with respect to the
parameter a, be equal to zero as follows:

dE v2 (t)
da

where

-MVs + V n l
2nj

d /H (z -1)/2

d/H (z 1 )/2 dz _
0
da
z

(3.4)

is the derivative of the error transfer function with

da
respect to a. For the proposed ALE model structures,
listed below:

(1)

Model structure 1 (Figure 3-1)

d /H tz -1)/2
da

are

l - a a + a 2 ^ïY( l - a } 2 Al2 A2

2

2 -a

+

—

cl

J

B2 B2

B2B2 (z ^2 +z^2)- ^2^2*(az ^B2* ^z^2
*
*
J (3.5)

b 2b 2 b 2b 2

where
A2=7+tfz-i +z"2

(3.6a)

A2*=l +az1+z2

(3.6b)

B2=l+aaz-1+z~2

(3.6c)

B2*=l+aaz1+z2

(3.6d)

l- a a + a 2 \

(3.6e)

2 -a

(2)

Model structure 2 (Figure 3-2)

dtP' (z ! ) 2Re (a 'a 2 + a a '2)(aa 2)
BB2(BB2)
da
2AA2 AA2 Re {B'B2 BB2)(BB2
bb 2(bb 2) bb 2(bb 2)
(

)

+

)

(3.7)
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where
+C2Z-2 +CjZ-3 +c4z-4

(3.8a)

+d2z 2 +d$z 3 + d4z 4

(3.8b)

dA

= ([a + a 3 - 2
da \

-1 . -3

—

2 a \a 2 -

k

\ - { 2 + o.2 \ k '

-2

(3.8c)
dB

.

— = 2az

7

+2a

da

K =

:V 2

(3.8d)

(,
2 >2
1 - aa + a
\

2 -a

(3.8e)

j

_ dK _ 2(1 - a)2(1 - aa + a 2)
da
(2 - a)3

and

A2 ,A2 ,A2 ,B2 ,B2 ,B2

are same as above, and

(3.8f)

A2,B2

are given as

follows:
K' =
A2
B2

z -1

(3.9a)

-a z 1

(3.9b)

It was concluded by Steams (1981) that if the E[v2(t)] is quadratic with
respect to parameter a, the resulting expression from Equation (3.4) is
linear in ‘a ’, then under such circumstances there is only one single
global minimum and no local minima exist. It was reported by Chicharo
(1989), that for a second order notch filter whose input consists of one
sinusoid buried in noise the error surface is unimodal, so only one global
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minimum exists. However, in the case where input consists of multiple
sinusoids buried in noise it was proved by Chicharo (1989) that there are
multiple minima.

Clearly a judicious choice of initial parameter

estimates is required under the latter circumstances. For the proposed
ALE model structures, it can be seen that neither E[v2(t)] is quadratic nor
the resulting expression from Equation (3.4) is linear with respect to

a,

therefore the error surfaces are expected to have local minima. This is
not desirable if gradient based algorithms are employed.
The error surface associated with the proposed model structures are
shown in Figures 3-3 to 3-4. For each of these figures, graph (a) shows
the error surface in the case where the input consists of a single sinusoid
buried in noise, while graph (b) shows the error surface in the case where
the input consists of multiple sinusoids buried in noise.

Parameter a

Figure 3-3 Error surface of notch filter output type. - : oc —0.95; —: oc
0.85; - : a = 0.75.
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Figure 3-4 Error surface of LE output filtering type. - : a = 0.95; —: a =
0.85; - : a = 0.75.

Figure 3-3 depicts the error surfaces of the model structure shown in
Figure 3-1. As expected for the case where the input signal consists of
single sinusoid buried in broad-band noise, the error surface has a unique
global minimum at the sinusoidal frequency. With the presence of
several sinusoids in the input signal, however, the error surface shows
that local minima exist for each sinusoidal frequencies. It is also noted
that the error surface becomes very flat as a approaches unity, while the
change in error surface gradient near the sinusoidal frequency is very
large. This means that if a gradient based adaptive algorithm is used with
initial estimates close to the actual values, then the convergence rate will
be fast.
Figure 3-4 depicts the error surfaces of the model structure shown in
Figure 3-2. In the case where the input signal consists of single sinusoid
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buried in broad-band noise, as can be seen from Figure 3-4 (a), the error
surface has a minimum at the sinusoidal frequency and other minima are
located at a = -2 or a = 2. This means that the proposed ALE can only
converge to the sinusoidal frequency when the initial estimate is near the
actual value. For the situation where several sinusoids are present in the
input signal (see Figure 3-4 (b)) multiple minima exist at the frequencies
of sinusoids and there are also local minima between them. Clearly, this
error surface is problematic and convergence cannot be guaranteed unless
initial estimate is very close to actual value.

3.4

Application of a Gradient Based Algorithm to the
Proposed Line Enhancer and Simulation Results

Error surface analysis of the proposed model structures provides a useful
insight into their characteristics. This is particularly appropriate for
gradient based adaptive algorithms.
Considering the model structures proposed, the error signal v(t) can be
expressed as:

(3.10)

where P(z_1) = po + piz-1 + ••• + pnZ'n and QCz*1) = 1 + qiz-1 + —+ qnZ n
are the numerator and denominator polynomials respectively. The line
enhancer parameter update uses a gradient based searching algorithm
(Chicharo and Ng, 1990a), that is:
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a(t) = a(t-l)-pS! a

(3.11)

where (i. is a factor which controls the rate of convergence and Va is the
derivative of the squared error signal with respect to the line enhancer
parameter a at time t. Va can be given as:

v

a

_ dv (t)
da(t)

f

2v(t ) \ - ^ - x ( t) +- ^ - x ( t -1 )+...+-^-x (t - n)
\da(t)
da(t)
da(t)
~ ^—v(t—!y{-...+—^ - v ( t —n)'
\da(t)
da(t)
dv(t-l)
dv(t-n)
Ql—— + -+cLn
da(t)
da(t)

i)

(3.12)

Note that at the time t, the previous error signal output v(t-l), ••• , v(t-n)
has been determined. In other words the derivatives of v(t-l), •••, v(t-n)
versus a(t) can be neglected with little influence on performance. This
approximation is similar to the one used by Hush, et. al (1986) and
Chicharo (1989). Thus Equation (3.12) becomes:

Vfl = 2v(t)if—^ -x (t) +- ^ - x ( t - l)+...+-^-x(t - n)
\da(t)
da(t)
da(t)
)
\
' dqj v ( t- 1)+...+
v(t-n)
da(t)
^da(t)
J

(3.13)

According to Equation (3.13), Va are given as follows for each of the
proposed ALE model structures.
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(1)

Model structure 1 (Figure 3-1)

v a = 2rz ( 0 \ j —j = (x (0 + a(t)x(t - 1) + x(t - 2)) +4Wx(t - 1) - ar1 (t - i j l
2yK

(3.14)
where K' and K are given in Equations (3.8e) and (3.8f), ri(t) is the output
of the second order notch filter and x(t) is the input.
(2)

Model structure 2 (Figure 3-2)

Va = 2r'(t) y ( t - 1 ) - a r ' ( t - 1) +

dy(t)

(3.15)

da(t)

where

da( i)

= fa + a 3 - 2 K - 2aK’\ x ( t - l ) + x ( t - 3 ) )
'
'

-K\x(t) +x(t -4)) +h a 2a -2aK -2K '~

a K ^ t - 2)

-¡2ccy(t -1) + 2a2ay(t -2) + 2a3y(t - J j )

(3.16)

Typical simulation results of the gradient based algorithm are depicted in
Figure 3-5 and 3-6 for the proposed ALE model structures using the same
initial conditions and same SNR. The input signal is given by:
x(t) = sin(27tfot) + n(t)

(3.17)

where f0 = 0.25. The parameter a = 0.90, p = 0.01 and the initial value is
a(0) = -0.20. The actual value of the parameter is a = 0.
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Figure 3-5 Parameter estimate using the gradient based algorithm with
the model structure depicted in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-6 Parameter estimate using the gradient based algorithm with
the model structure depicted in Figure 3-2.
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Examination of Figure 3-5 clearly shows that convergence is faster than
that shown in Figure 3-6, however the parameter estimate is more noisy.
The ALE model structure depicted in Figure 3-2, on the other hand, needs
longer time to converge, but it produces a more accurate estimate because
the signal used for the adaptive process has less noise component. This
was verified on the basis of statistical analysis from Monte Carlo
simulation results. Consider the variance and mean of the last two
hundred parameter estimates in forty different experiments of one
thousand samples each. The same initial conditions were used and results
are shown in Table 3-2.
T able 3-2 Statistical analysis of the gradient based algorithm using the

ALE model structure depicted in Figure 3-1 and 3-2

Model

Statistical

Last 200

Stmcture

Characteristics

Estimates

Type 1

Variance

1.2870E-4

(Figure 3-1)

Mean

-4.0012E-3

Type 2

Variance

1.7305E-5

(Figure 3-2)

Mean

-4.4229E-4

The actual value of the parameter is a = 0 and so the mean values are
equivalent to the estimate bias for the proposed ALE model structures.
Clearly, the model structure depicted in Figure 3-2 gives better accuracy.

It is important to note that for the ALE model structure depicted in Figure
3-2, the initial estimate has to be near the actual value otherwise
convergence is expected not to take place. Obviously, when there is no a
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priori knowledge regarding the location of the sinusoid within the input
signal, the model structure shown in Figure 3-1 is preferred. For a more
accurate estimate, the model structure shown in Figure 3-2 should be
considered, but this requires a priori information.

3.5

A pplication of the R ecursive M axim um Likelihood
M ethod to the Proposed L ine Enhancer

The Recursive Maximum Likelihood (RML) method is by far the most
general and powerful method for parameter estimation (Astrom, 1980).
One reason for selecting the RML method is that it can be applied to a
large variety of model structures and experimental conditions. Many
other parameter estimation techniques can also be regarded as special
cases of the method. It has been reported (Astrom, 1980) that in some
cases that the parameter estimates converge to the actual values as the
number of observations goes to infinity. The RML method is generally
regarded as an asymptotically efficient estimator. However, the RML
method is computationally intensive (Chicharo, 1989). By contrast, the
Approximate Maximum Likelihood (AML) method has been reported
(Solo, 1979, Ng, 1987, Chicharo and Ng, 1990b) to be computationally
efficient and provide improved convergence behaviour. Hence AML
method is a worthwhile alternative of RML method in many applications
(Ng, 1987, Chicharo and Ng, 1990b).

However, it is not an

asymptotically efficient method and certain positive realness condition is
required to guarantee the convergence (Stoica and Nehorai, 1988).
The recursive maximum likelihood and the approximate maximum
likelihood methods have been employed in the area of adaptive notch
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filtering and line enhancement (Friedlander and Smith, 1984, Nehorai,
1985, Chicharo and Ng, 1990b, Ng, 1987). Consider the cases where the
RML and AML algorithms are applied to a second order notch filter. The
input and output relation is given as:
rn(t) = x(t)+ax(t-l )+x(t-2)-aarn(t-l )-a2rn(t-2)

(3.18)

where rn(t) is the output of the second order notch filter and the x(t) is the
input or observation samples at time t. Define:
(p(t) = x(t-l) - ccrn(t-l)

(3.19)

then the Equation (3.18) can be rewritten in the following form:
rn(t) = a(p(t) +x(t) + x(t-2) - a2rn(t-2)

(3.20)

The gradient \|/(t) is a filtered regression of cp(t), that is:
y/(t) = (p(t) -aa\f/(t-l) - a2y/(t-2)

(3.21)

Applying the RML parameter estimation algorithm (Nehorai, 1985) to the
above model, we have:

(p(t) —x(t-l) ~ CCTnn(t~l)

(3.22)

rn(t) = a(t-l)cp(t) +x(t) +x(t-2) - a2rnn(t-2)

(3.23)
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P (t-D

P(t)

a(t)

X(t)

'

^

p ( t - l ) y 2 (t)

9

^

a(t-l) - P(t) \j/(t) r„(t)

=

=

(3.24)

X(t) + p ( t - l ) y (t)

a(t)<p(t) +x(t) + x(t-2) - a 2rnn(t-2)

(3.25)
(3.26)

The AML recursion is obtained by replacing the gradient factor \|/(t) by
cp(t). The resulting algorithm is given as follows:

K(t) =

p(t-l)<p(t)

(3.27)

X(t)+p(t-i)<pUt)

P(t) = p(f ~ ^ ' i _ p f t - P v 2^ )
'
X(t) [
X(t) + p ( t - l ) ( p 2(t);

(3.28)

a(t) = a(t-l) + K(t) rn(t)

(3.29)

and X(t) is a time varying ‘forgetting’ factor given by:

A,(t) = AoMt-l) + (l-^o)

(3-30)

Typical simulation results for the RML and the AML algorithms are
shown in Figure 3-10 (a) and (b) for the case where the input signal
consists of a single sinusoid buried in broad-band noise.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3-7 Parameter estimate using the model structure depicted in
Figure 3-1. (a) The RML algorithm, (b) The AML algorithm. The initial
condition are given as: ?i(0) = 1, ^o= 1> P(0) = 0.01, a(0) = -0.2, the line
enhancer input is given by: x(t) = sin(2jcfot) + n(t), where fo = 0.25

(a = 0).
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Clearly, both the RML and the AML algorithms converged.

The

statistical analysis from the Monte Carlo simulations show that in terms
of accuracy, the RML algorithm is better than the AML algorithm. The
experimental variance and mean of the last two hundred parameter
estimates in forty different experiments of one thousand samples each,
under the same initial conditions and same SNR, are shown in Table 3-3
for the model structure depicted in Figure 3-1.
T able 3-3 Statistical analysis of the RML and the AML algorithms

using the ALE model structure depicted in Figure 3-1

Algorithm

Statistical

Last 200

Employed

Characteristics

Estimates

RML

Variance

3.7166E-6

Algorithm

Mean

-1.1994E-4

AML

Variance

4.2217E-5

Algorithm

Mean

3.1635E-4

It is now useful to consider the application of the RML and the AML
algorithms to the model structure proposed in Figure 3-2. The ALE
output y(t) provides higher SNR after convergence. Hence it is expected
that this ALE model structure will present a more accurate estimate than
the model structure depicted in Figure 3-1. The results of such model
structure together with the RML and the AML algorithms are shown in
Figure 3-8.
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(b)

Time (sample number)

Figure 3-8 Adaptive parameter estimate using the ALE model structure
depicted in Figure 3-2. (a) The RML algorithm, (b) The AML algorithm.
The initial condition are given as: A,(0) = 1, ^o= 1, P(0) = 0.01, a(0) =-0.2,
the line enhancer input is given by: x(t) = sin(27rfot) + n(t), where fo= 0.25
(a = 0).
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Compared with the results shown in Figures 3-7 and 3-8, it is clear that,
although the convergence rate has decreased, the model structure
depicted in Figure 3-2 provides the best results in terms of parameter
estimate accuracy. The statistical results obtained from Monte Carlo
simulations are given in Table 3-4 and clearly support the above
comments.
T able 3-4 Statistical analysis of the RML and the AML algorithms

using the ALE model structure depicted in Figure 3-2

Algorithm

Statistical

Last 200

Employed

Characteristics

Estimates

RML

Variance

2.4595E-6

Algorithm

Mean

-4.9353E-5

AML

Variance

6.6029E-6

Algorithm

Mean

-4.3388E-4

Note that for the model structure shown in Figure 3-2, if the bandwidth of
the ALE and the adaptive notch filter are chosen to be very narrow, an
initial estimate should be given near the actual value, otherwise the
convergence will not take place. A possible solution is to start the
adaptive process with a wide bandwidth, and then, as convergence takes
place, gradually reduce the bandwidth.
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3.6

C onclusion

In this Chapter an adaptive line enhancer, using the LE parametisation
proposed in Chapter 2, was developed.

Firstly, two ALE model

structures were presented. Based on the error surface analysis of the two
model structures, the convergence characteristics were evaluated. Three
algorithms were implemented including: the gradient based algorithm,
the recursive maximum likelihood algorithm and the approximate
maximum likelihood algorithm. Simulation results were also presented
which showed the performance characteristics of the proposed model
structures together with different adaptive algorithms. In general, the
ALE model structure depicted in Figure 3-2 provides better estimate
accuracy, while the ALE model structure depicted in Figure 3-1 is better
in terms of convergence. For the adaptive algorithms used, the RML
algorithm presented the best results in terms of accuracy. The gradient
based algorithm is computationally the most simple one to implement.
The AML algorithm is an attractive alternative to the RML due to the
reduction of computational burden and its convergence performance.
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Chapter 4
Power System Harmonic Signal Retrieval
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4.1

Introduction

This chapter considers the application o f adaptive line enhancement to
the problem o f power system harmonic signal estimation and retrieval. A
new ALE comb filter is proposed for the task o f retrieving the harmonic
signal buried in broad-band noise. The comb filter consists o f a number
o f proposed line enhancer m odules discussed in Chapter 2. Test results
based on experim ental data clearly show that the proposed ALE comb
filter is appropriate and provides an effectiv e m eans o f retrieving
harmonic signals.

Pow er system harmonic signal retrieval is an active area o f research
w hich is particularly important for the task o f active power filtering. A
number o f m ethods have been proposed for harmonic signal retrieval
including Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (G irgis, Chang and Markram,
1991) and adaptive notch filtering (Chicharo and N g, 1990, M ’Sirdi and
Zarader, 1990, Chicharo and Perera, 1991). The FFT method fails if
there are fading amplitude variations or when frequency variations occur
w ithin a block o f data. In both cases a 'leaking spectrum' is known to
occur. M oreover, the numbers o f samples required by the FFT approach
is inherently large if accurate frequency, amplitude and phase estim ates
are required.

In addition, the FFT m ethod is a frequency domain

technique, w hich m eans that if further tim e dom ain processing is
necessary, additional computational burden is required.

M uch research has been concentrated on the use o f adaptive notch
filtering for the estim ation, tracking and retrieval o f sinusoids in noise
(Chicharo and Perera, 1991, M ’Sirdi and Zarader, 1990, Chicharo and
N g, 1990).

H ow ever, the distortion caused by phase difference is
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considered to be a serious disadvantage associated with the notch filtering
approach as discussed earlier. This Chapter proposes an ALE comb filter
to retrieve the harmonics in noise using the basic paramedsation proposed
in Chapter 2.

A second order notch filter, together with the AM L

m ethod, is used to estim ate the fundamental frequency. This estim ate is
then used by the higher order harmonic frequency LE modules to retrieve
the desired harmonic signal in the time domain. Test results are included
which show that the proposed ALE comb filter structure is a worthwhile
solution for the problem o f power system harmonic signal estimation and
retrieval.

The organisation o f this Chapter is as follow s. Section 4.2 gives a brief
review o f power system harmonics. In Section 4.3 the basic filtering
techniques o f power system harmonics are presented and discussed. An
ALE comb filter structure and parametisation is presented in Section 4.4,
w hile Section 4.5 presents and discusses the results achieved. Section 4.6
concludes the Chapter.

4.2

Power System Harmonics

The source o f harm onics in pow er system s include network non
linearities from loads as w ell as the non-linearities associated energy
conversion d evices.

For exam ple, harm onics can be caused by the

application o f rectifiers and inverters w hich create load-generated
harm onics throughout the system .

M oreover, consum ers are making

increasing use o f static power devices and equipment which means that
the level o f harmonics is increasing dramatically.
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In practice harmonic pollution of electrical distribution networks is in the
form of time varying harmonics with changing of amplitudes, phases and
frequencies. This can be seen in Figure 4-1 where the output voltage
waveform of a "TOSVERT-130G1" Toshiba inverter system is depicted.
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Figure 4-1 Voltage waveform of inverter system

In this case the inverter working frequency varies from 0 Hz to 30 Hz.
The diagram demonstrates the time varying nature of the output voltage
which is a harmonic series. Note that the frequency of the main supply
will remain the same or will change very little. Generally speaking,
frequencies, amplitudes and phases of harmonic signals in power system
are time varying in the nature (Girgis et al., 1991).
The effects of harmonics in a power system depend on the harmonic
source, its location and the network characteristics that might promote
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propagation o f harm onics. It was reported (IEEE W orking Group on
Pow er System Harmonics, 1983) that harmonics can cause operational
problem s. This includes faulty operation o f remote sw itching system s,
capacitor bank failure, dielectric breakdown o f insulated cables resulting
from harm onic over voltages, signal interference in solid-state and
m icroprocessor-controlled system s, interference w ith large m otor
controllers and power plant excitation system s. M oreover, it can cause
m echanical oscillation s and heating o f induction and synchronous
m achines. In communication system s, magnetic or electrostatic coupling
(M iller, 1982) betw een electrical power circuits and com m unication
circuits can cause communication interference. That is, current flow ing
in a power circuit produces a magnetic field which induces a current or
voltage on nearby conductors. The extent o f interference w ill depend
upon the magnitude o f the induced current or voltage, frequency and the
efficien cy o f the m agnetic coupling (Subjak and M cQ uilkin, 1990).
Clearly the presence o f harmonics in a power system is a problem which
is o f general concern and much research effort has been and continues to
be devoted to reducing its effect.
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Filtering Techniques of Power System Harmonics

Fundamentally, there are two ways o f suppressing undesired harmonics
in pow er system s: either through the choice o f an internal converter
circuit or by installing external harmonic power filtering equipm ent
(K ioss, 1991). Power filtering is the method generally applied to remove
unw anted harm onic currents or v o lta g es from pow er system
environm ents, w hich can be subdivided into either passive or active
power filtering. Power filtering is often the preferred choice since it not
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only suppresses harmonics but also provides reactive-power
compensation.

Passive power filtering employs LC (inductor and

capacitor) networks, while active power filtering uses controllable
semiconductor devices.

An example of passive power filtering is shown in Figure 4-2, where
individual shunt filter branches are connected across the terminals of the
AC source. These shunt filters are designed so that each has very little
impedance at a specific harmonic component frequencies compared to
the impedance in the rest of the frequency spectmm.
U T IL IT Y

C o n v erter

^h

7th

11th

13th

Figure 4-2 Power system with shunt filters (IEEE Std. 519, 1981)

There are a number of problems associated with passive power filtering
(Dejsakulrit, 1992). First of all, the source impedance is not accurately
known and generally varies with time and system configuration. Hence,
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the shunt power filters, which are fixed at a particular frequency, can not
reliably eliminate the harmonic components. Secondly, these shunt
power filters act as a current sink to the harmonic voltage included in the
source voltage, so it is possible for them to fall in series resonance with
the source impedance. Further, it is also possible that parallel resonance
occurs between the impedances of source and shunt filters. One possible
outcome from such a situation is called the harmonic amplifying
phenomenon. Clearly, these drawbacks limit the applications of passive
power filters.
Active power filtering using solid-state power-switching devices was first
reported by Sasaki and Machida (1971). An active power filter using
switched current injection is made up of a constant current source and a
modulation controller. One possible configuration was presented by
Gyugyi and Strycula (1976) as shown in Figure 4-3.
C o n verter

Figure 4-3 Active power filter using switched current injection
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In this configuration the switched compensating current ic, which is used
to eliminate the harmonic current, is injected into the AC line. Thus, the
harmonic current included in the load current ii is compensated and the
source current is contains less harmonic components. The modulation
controller generates a switching function using established switching
strategies to produce the switched compensating current ic.

Active power filtering is an effective means of eliminating time invariant
harmonics. However, in the case where the harmonics are time varying
or unknown, the proposed solution depicted in Figure 4-3 is not entirely
suitable. A possible solution is to use an adaptive active power filtering
configuration as shown in Figure 4-4.
Converter

Load

A c tiv e P ow er Filter

^

Adaptive Harmonic
' /Signal Kctrival

Figure 4-4 Adaptive active power filter using switched current injection
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In this configuration an adaptive harmonic signal retrieval block is
employed. The task of this block is to identify and track the harmonic
signals and finally to provide a reference signal to the active power filter
modulation controller. Thus the injected current to the power system can
compensate the harmonic current accordingly.

4.4

A daptive

Line

E nhancer

Comb

F ilter

Parametisation
As stated previously, the concern here is with the situation where the
harmonics in a power system are time varying. For these circumstances
an adaptive active power filter requires a harmonic reference which is
representative of the actual conditions. In order to provide the required
reference an ALE comb filter depicted in Figure 4-5 is proposed.

-----------V
Figure 4-5 The proposed adaptive line enhancer comb filter
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Note that each of the line enhancement blocks is configured in the same
way as indicated in Figure 2-2. The input signal is passed though a Low
Pass (LP) filter to limit the bandwidth and limit local minima due to
higher order harmonic components.

In other words, the LP filter

attenuates the power of higher frequency components, so that the signal
to noise ratio (SNR) of the fundamental frequency component is
increased. The local minima caused by the high frequency component
can also be reduced/eliminated in this way. Therefore, the robustness of
the adaptive parameter estimation is increased. The adaptive algorithm
block is used to estimate and track the fundamental frequency. Once the
fundamental frequency estimate is established it is passed to the other
line enhancer modules which are connected in parallel.
The output y(t) is given by:
n

n
y(t)= y
i =l

(l+ d jZ -l+ Z

, ? +aaf ! ± § L m

1+aaiz'1+a2z~2

i=l

-2) 2

(l+ a a iz ^+ w z '2)2

(4.1)

where ai=-2cos(icoi), coi is the fundamental frequency of the harmonic
component. Ki is the ith inverse filter gain of each notch filter model as
defined by Equation (2.22) to ensure that minimal amplitude distortion
occurs.
The gain versus frequency characteristics of the LE comb filter to retrieve
the 1st, 3rd, 5th, and 7th harmonic components is shown in Figure 4-6.
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F igure 4-6 The amplitude characteristic of the line enhancer comb filter

There are many adaptive algorithms which can be used to estimate the
fundamental frequency. These including the gradient based and the
maximum likelihood algorithms. The gradient based algorithm is simple
due to its small computational burden. In the presence of multiple
sinusoids, however, its convergence behaviour generally depends on the
initial estimate given. The AML method, on the other hand, usually
converges to the component with the highest power (Chicharo and Ng,
1990b) in the harmonic series. In general, it is valid to assume that the
fundamental of harmonic series in a power system is the most significant
component in terms of power. Hence the AML method is considered to
be a reasonable choice. From Chapter 3, it was established that the ALE
model structure depicted in Figure 3-1 gives the best convergence
characteristics. Using this model structure, together with the AML
algorithm, the fundamental frequency can be represented, thus the rest of
the harmonic components can be retrieved accordingly.
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4.5

Test Results

In this Section som e test results are presented to show the performance o f
the proposed ALE comb filter in a typical power system environment.

4.5.1

Experimental Setup

In order to in vestigate the behaviour o f harm onic signals in power
system , som e experim ents were carried out using a typical industrial
environm ent, where a three phase “TOSVERT-130G 1” Toshiba inverter
w as used to supply an AC machine, and a rectifier was used to supply a
DC machine.

The experim ent was set up as shown in Figure 4-9. A s can be seen the
harm onic voltage associated with the load and the supply line current
signals are sensed by probes. These signals were sampled by using a PC
based data logging system . An anti-aliasing low pass filter was designed
with a cut o ff frequency o f 450 Hz (see Appendix).

The speed o f the AC and DC machines can be changed by adjusting the
reference input frequency o f the inverter and the voltage reference o f the
rectifier respectively.

The load o f the invertor and rectifier can be

adjusted on-line by changing the reference o f a synchronous generator
which is physically coupled to both AC or DC machines.

The inverter output voltage and the line current signals were recorded and
the results are discussed in Sections 4.5.3 and 4.5.4 respectively.
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A C L ine

Figure 4-9 Experimental setup
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4.5.2

Sim ulation R esults

We will now consider some typical simulation results with the aid of the
following examples:

Example 4-1:

Consider the case where the input signal is composed

of the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th harmonic component buried in zero mean, unit
variance white noise n(t):

x(t)= j / j (2i+ l)nsin[(
i-0

(4.2)

2i+l)(Oi

where ©i =50 Hz, <(>i= irc/3. The results are shown in Figure 4-7.
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F igu re 4-7 Adaptive characteristics of the proposed ALE comb filter:

(a) fundamental frequency estimate; (b) fundamental component
retrieved; (c) 3rd harmonic component retrieved; (d) composite harmonic
signal retrieved....: Real value; _: Estimated value.
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The results show that the ALE comb filter is effective in estimating the
fundamental frequency.

The retrieved fundamental and the third

harmonic components are obviously very good approximations of the
actual signals as indicated by results shown in Figure 4.7. The harmonic
signals were successfully retrieved.
Example 4-2:

Consider the case where the fundamental frequency is

time-varying and the input is given by Equation (4.2) with
CDi = 50 + AcoU(t-600) and Aco = -5 Hz. This means that the fundamental
frequency suddenly decreases by 5 Hz after the 600th sample. The
results are shown in Figure 4-8.

&
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F igure 4-8 Adaptive characteristics of the proposed ALE comb filter: (a)

fundamental frequency estimate; (b) fundamental component retrieved;
(c) 3rd harmonic component retrieved; (d) composite harmonic signal
retrieved....: Real value;

Estimated value.
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The adaptive parameter estim ate is shown in Figure 4-8(a). Figure 48(b),
(c) and (d) depict the fundamental, 3rd and total harmonic components
retrieved respectively. These waveform s are compared with the actual
n oise free com ponents but phase shifted by 180 degrees. A s expected,
the proposed ALE com b filter su ccessfu lly tracks the tim e varying
frequency.

4.53

Inverter Output Voltage Harmonics

The nT O SV E R T -130G r’ Toshiba inverter w as used to supply AC
m achines in the system . The output voltage was sampled in order to
investigate the behaviour o f harmonics caused by a non-linear load.

Exam ple 4-3:

Consider the case where real data is sampled from the

output voltage o f the M
TOSVERT-130G1" Toshiba inverter. The inverter
was operating at 50 Hz. The sampling frequency was 900 Hz.

Figure 4-10 show s the results. The fundamental frequency estim ate is
shown in Figure 4-10 (a). Figures (b) and (c) give the waveforms o f the
retrieved fundamental and the third harmonic components. Figure 4-10
(d) show s the retrieved input signal consisting o f the fundamental, third,
fifth and seventh harmonic components together with the corresponding
input signal which is shifted by 180 degree in phase. It can be seen from
these figures that the harmonic components are successfully retrieved by
the proposed ALE comb filter.
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F ig u re 4-10

Inverter output voltage signal adaptive processing,

(a) fundamental frequency estimate (b) fundamental component
retrieved; (c) 3rd harmonic component retrieved; (d) composite harmonic
signal retrieved where '...' refers to the actual value and

refers to the

estimated value.

Example 4-4:

Consider the case where the "TOSVERT-130G1"

inverter changed its reference frequency from 0 to 26 Hz in 3 seconds.
The measurement was taken at the same point as in Example 4-3. The
parameter estimate trajectory is shown in Figure 4-11 (a). Figures (b)
and (c) show the fundamental, 3rd harmonic components retrieved.
Figure 4-11 (d) shows the sum of the fundamental, 3rd, 5th, and 7th
harmonic components retrieved as well as the corresponding real data
which is shifted by 180 degrees in phase.

F ig u re 4-11

Inverter output voltage signal adaptive processing,

(a) fundamental frequency estimate; (b) fundamental component
retrieved; (c) 3rd harmonic component retrieved; (d) composite harmonic
signal retrieved where

refers to the actual value and

refers to the

estimated value.

Results show that the ALE comb filter can track the variation of the
fundamental frequency and so the harmonic signals of interest can be
effectively retrieved. It can be seen that the fundamental frequency of the
inverter output voltage changes with respect to the working frequency of
the inverter. Clearly, the ALE comb filter output is capable of retrieving
the desired harmonic signals even if it is time varying in nature.
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4.5.4

Line Current Harmonics in Power System

For the adaptive power filtering configuration proposed in Figure 4-4, the
retrieved harmonic current signals are required. These combined signals
are used as references to the active power filter, which injects current into
the supply to elim inate the unwanted harmonic current components. The
follow ing exam ples are based on the experimental data collected from the
harmonic current signal o f the AC line in the power system.

Exam ple 4-5

Consider the case where the “TO SV ER T-130G 1”

inverter and the rectifier are working under the follow ing conditions:

1.

The inverter is operating at a constant reference
frequency 16.2 Hz;

2.

The rectifier is operating in a constant voltage basis
where the reference voltage was 155 volts.

Figure 4-12 shows the results o f the ALE for the power system harmonic
current signal retrieval. Figure 4-12 (d) depicts the representation o f the
harm onic current by the sum o f the fundam ental, 3rd, 5th, and 7th
harmonic com ponents together with the actual data which is shifted by
180 degrees in phase.
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F ig u re 4-12 Power system line current signal adaptive processing,

(a) fundamental frequency estimate; (b) fundamental component
retrieved; (c) 3rd harmonic component retrieved; (d) composite harmonic
signal retrieved where

refers to the actual value and

refers to the

estimated value.

It is clear that the proposed ALE comb filter is capable of retrieving the
line current signal entirely. As can be seen the harmonic current has its
fundamental frequency at 50 Hz.
Example 4-6

In this example consideration is given to the time

varying situation where the “TOSVERT-130G1” invertor system and the
rectifier are working under the following conditions:1
1.

Invertor reference frequency changes from 0 to 30 Hz;
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2.

Rectifier is operating under constant voltage conditions
where the voltage reference is 155 volts.

Figure 4-13 shows the results of the ALE for the power system harmonic
current signal retrieval.

Tim e(sam ple num b«')

Time(sample number)

M

1000
Tim e(sam ple number)

F igu re 4-13

Time(sample number)

Power system line current signal adaptive processing,

(a) fundamental frequency estimation; (b) 1st harmonic component
retrieved; (c) 3rd harmonic component retrieved; (d) composite
harmonics retrieved where ’...’ refers to the actual value and

refers to

the estimated value.

In this case, the estimate for the fundamental harmonic current
component converges to 50 Hz and the ALE comb filter effectively
retrieves the harmonic current signal. Note that the variation of the
inverter working frequency does not influence the fundament frequency
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o f harmonic line current, but the harmonic components possess time
varying amplitudes and phases which are also present at the output o f the
ALE. H ence the resulting reference signal is an accurate representation
o f what is actually happening.

4.6

Conclusion

This chapter has presented a new ALE comb filter structure based on the
proposed LE. The issues associated with power system harmonics were
reviewed, and the filtering techniques o f power system harmonics were
also discussed briefly. A novel adaptive power filtering approach was
proposed which yielded the desired harmonic reference signal for active
power filtering applications.

The AML algorithm was implemented

together with the proposed line enhancer comb filter. Test results showed
that the proposed ALE comb filter could track the fundamental frequency
o f inverter output voltage and harmonic line current in power system. In
all cases the harmonic components o f interest were retrieved effectively.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Suggestions
for Further Research
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5.1

Conclusions

This research exam ined the problems o f adaptive line enhancement and
its application to power system harmonic signal retrieval. Adaptive line
enhancement is closely related to other research topics such as adaptive
noise cancelling and adaptive notch filtering. Many researchers have
contributed to these subjects including: Widrow et a l (1975), Thompson
(1978), Friedlander (1982), Friedlander and Smith (1984), Rao and Kung
(1984), Nehorai (1985), N g (1985), Nehorai and Porat (1986), N g (1987),
Stoica and Nehorai (1988, 1991), Chicharo (1989), Chicharo and N g
(1990a, 1990b).

This level o f research activity has led to rapid

developm ent o f the area and similar results and contributions were
presented by various authors simultaneously. The approach o f this thesis
w as based on a new LE configuration and parametisation which is
distinct from the traditional HR LE filter structures.

An ARM A model can exactly model an unknown system o f poles and
zeros with sufficient order whereas a MA model can only approximate it.
This m eans that the HR filtering approach is the preferred one.
A n a ly sin g the traditional HR LE structure and the desirable
characteristics for the LE, it was noted that the traditional LE suffered a
distortion caused by the phase difference between the original signal and
filtered signal. A new structure was, therefore, proposed resulting in a
high performance LE. The new LE is principally composed o f two filter
blocks: one o f them is an all-pass filter and the other is a notch filter.
Both filter blocks were designed such that their phase shift were exactly
the same within the frequency spectrum, and their amplitudes were only
different from each other near the frequency o f interest.

Hence the
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proposed LE provides excellent enhancement capabilities for frequencies
o f interest w hile at the same time effectively cancelling the broad-band
noise component. Chapter 2 discussed the proposed LE together with a
sim ple design approach. It was shown that only two parameters were
required to control the position and bandwidth o f the LE respectively.
This decoupled parametisation made it easy to design the required LE.
S im ulation results w ere presented and clearly show ed that the
perform ance o f the proposed LE w as better then the conventional
solution. In particular, for cases where a high level o f spectral activity
existing near the frequency o f interest, the proposed LE yields superior
performance over the traditional HR LE.

Chapter 3 considered the adaptive line enhancem ent based on the
proposed LE.

T w o ALE m odel structures w ere presented and

investigated. The convergence and accuracy were two important issues
w hich needed to be exam ined.

H ence, error surface analysis was

conducted and the results provided valuable insight into the convergence
characteristics o f the proposed ALE. The gradient based algorithm, the
recursive maximum likelihood algorithm and the approximate maximum
likelihood algorithm were applied to the proposed ALE model structures.
The gradient based algorithm was found to be computationally the most
sim ple one. Simulation results showed that the RML algorithm gives the
best parameter estimates in terms o f accuracy. On the other hand, the
AM L algorithm is a reasonable alternative to the RML algorithm since it
requires

le ss

com putations

and provides

som ew hat im proved

convergence without significantly degrading the performance.

Having investigated the characteristics o f the proposed LE together with
the choice o f adaptive algorithms and implementation issues, Chapter 4
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considers the sp ecific but practical power system harmonic signal
retrieval application. A brief review was given o f the harmonics sources,
their effects and characteristics in the power system.

It was clearly

obvious that an accurate harmonic reference signal was required for
adaptive power filtering purposes. In this way the compensation o f the
harmonic component in power systems can be achieved effectively. An
A LE com b filter w as suggested which utilised a parallel form o f
im plem entation using the proposed LE's.

Only the fundamental

frequency o f the harmonic series was estimated and this estimate was
transferred to other LE m odules.

The final choice was to use the

approximate maximum likelihood algorithm together with a second order
notch filter to estimate the fundamental frequency. Simulation results
show ed that the AM L algorithm was valid and robust for the power
system harmonic signal retrieval. Finally, the proposed ALE comb filter
w as tested with the real data which was acquired from a practical
environment. The results showed that power system harmonic signals
can be successfully estimated and retrieved using the proposed ALE
comb filter.

5.2

Suggestions for Further Research

Adaptive HR filtering and adaptive power filtering have been an active
research area with as yet many problems to be resolved (Johnson, 1984,
Shynk, 1989 and IEEE Working Group on Power System Harmonics,
1983). The follow ing aspects are som e o f the current open issues that
require further consideration.
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5.2.1

Algorithm Convergence

R ecently, Stoica and Nehorai (1988, 1991) analysed the convergence
characteristics o f the RML and the AML notch filtering algorithms. Solo
(1979) proved the convergence o f the AM L algorithm for the ARMA
m odel in those cases where noise is white. However, Stoica and Nehorai
(1991) pointed out that the AM L algorithm is not generally convergent
unless a certain positive realness condition is satisfied in the notch
filtering case. The ordinary differential equation (ODE) approach is a
powerful technique in the convergence analysis o f adaptive filtering.
There are a number o f convergence results for some simple cases (Shynk,
1989), however, those are generally based on a system identification
scenario which is not directly applicable to HR filtering model structures.
For adaptive filtering applications, the convergence analysis has been
largely based on computer simulations. This can be misleading because
the convergence is influenced by the initial conditions. Error surface
analysis, which is particularly valid for gradient based algorithms, can be
used to address the convergence characteristics o f adaptive systems.
H owever, the non-linearity o f the adaptive system makes the problem
more complicated. The convergence analysis o f different algorithms is
still an unresolved problem which needs further consideration.

5.2.2

Estimate Accuracy

The accuracy o f estimate is a very important issue in adaptive filtering.
In adaptive line enhancement, the estimate accuracy not only depends on
signal to n oise ratio, but is also related to the adaptive algorithms
em ployed. For example, the RML algorithm is asymptotically efficient
but the A M L algorithm is not. The analysis presented in literature is
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based on the assumption that the estimate algorithm is asymptotically
efficient.

Further analysis is required to establish the theoretically

exp ected estim ate bias given that the underlying algorithm is not
asymptotically efficient.

5.23

Stability Monitoring

One o f the major problems associated with adaptive algorithms is that the
pole polynom ial may becom e unstable during adaptation. If one or more
poles o f the ALE accidentally updates outside the unit circle and remains
there for a significant length o f time, the ALE output can grow without
bound.

C learly, the issu e o f stability m onitoring needs further

consideration to establish whether it is required or not.

5.2.4

High Resolution Spectral Estimation

The filter bandwidth o f the proposed LE can be chosen as narrowly as
desired. Only one parameter is used to control the bandwidth and the
limitation is associated with the accuracy o f the processing environment.
Chicharo (1992) presented a high resolution spectral estimation using a
specially constrained adaptive notch filter. It was shown that the ANF
technique is superior to the FFT approach. The proposed ALE provides
entire cancellation o f broad-band noise and enhances the narrow-band
signal, therefore can be used for high resolution spectral estimation of
closely spaced sinusoids in noise. The notion of whether the proposed
line enhancer filter can provide better characteristics for high resolution
applications remains an open issue.
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5.2.5

Other Applications

The ALE is potentially a very useful signal processing tool suitable for
many applications. It remains to be investigated whether the proposed
approach is suitable in the general sense.

Author’s Publications
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Some of the work in this thesis has been published or prepared for
submission for publication as academic papers. These papers are:

Haihong, Wang and Chicharo, J. F., (1993) ‘A new HR line enhancer
structure based on minimal distortion caused by phase
difference’, (In preparation for submission).

Haihong, Wang and Chicharo, J. F., (1992) ‘A new HR line enhancer’,
ISSPA 92, Signal Processing and Its Applications, Gold
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Appendix A

The Analogue Low Pass Filter Design

An eighth order multiple-feedback (MF) low pass butterworth filter is
designed using a method presented by Johnson and Hilbum (1975). The
active filter circuit is shown in Figure A-l. It uses four operational
amplifiers and an eighth order low pass characteristic is obtained.

Figure A-l Eighth order multiple-feedback low pass filter

The transfer function of the filter is given by:
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After cut-off frequency fc (Hz) is given, one can select a value of
capacitance c and determine a parameter k from:

k=

100
fc C

(A.25)
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where c is the value of capacitance in microfarads. Then the resistances
(kQ) and capacitances (pp) in the circuit can be chosen as in Table A -l.

Table A -l Circuit parameter of eighth order MF low pass filter

Rl=0.772fc

R2=5.164jfc

R3=4.581*

R4=2.099fc

R5=2.083*

R6=1.874*

R7=1.933fc

R8=2.474*

R 9 open

R10=0

Rll=13.36Jfc

Rl=13.36fe

Rl=8.814*

c]=0.68c

c

c3=0 3c

c4

c5

c

= 0 .2 5

c

= 0 .5 c

6 = 0 .5 c

2 = 0 .2 2 c

c7=

0 .5

c

The cut-off frequency in the experiment is chosen as fc=450Hz, the
capacitance c = 0.022ji,F, then the rest of the circuit elements are
calculated according to Table A -l and their values are given in Table A2.

Table A-2 Circuit parameter of the eighth order low pass filter

Rl=7.7kQ

R2=51kQ

R3=47kQ

R4=2kQ

R5=2kQ

R6=2kQ

R7=2kQ

R8=2.7kQ

R 9 open

RlO=0

R ll= 133kQ

Rl=133kQ

Rl=88kQ

cl=.015)iF

c2=.0047|iF

c3=.0068|J.F

c4=.0055(iF

c5=.01|a.F

c6=.01|iF

c7=.01fiF

The experimental characteristics of the eighth order MF butterworth low
pass filter are shown in Figure A-2.

Amplitude (DB)
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Phase (Degree)

Frequency (Hz)

Figure A-2 Characteristics of the 8th order LP filter

It can be seen that this filter has a quite sharp characteristic around the
transition band and its phase is nearly linear within the pass band.
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